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Controlling Company Drawing Symbology 

by Bruce L. Nielsen 

Fluor Daniel Northwest 
Richland, Washington 

(509) 376-2532 

Fluor Daniel Hanford. Inc., is the prime contractor for the US ,  Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office 
at the Hanford Site, which is locatednear Richland, Washington, in the southeastern portion of the state. Six major 
subcontractorsfor Flitor Daniel Hanford, Inc., provide operations and maintenance in waste management, 
environmental restoration, science and energy for 24 major facilities, programs or utilities on the Site that covers 
1,465 square kilometers (560 square miles). 

Hanford was established in secrecy during the Second World War to produce plutonium for America's nuclear 
weapons. Peakproduction was reached in the 1960s when nine production reactors were in operation at the Site. 
All weapons materinlproduction was halted in the late 1980s and the Site is now engaged in the world's largest 
environmental cleanup project. 

The mission at Hanford is to manage waste products; researching, developing. applying, and commercializing 
technologies; waste management; cleanup and environmental restoration. Engineering, .scientij?c and research 
programs are conducted on environmental restoration, tank waste remediation. waste management, nuclear 
energy, and energy research. 

THE OPPORTUNITY 
There are approximately 200.000 drawings that depict the facilities, progranis and utilities at the Hanford Site. 
Control of these drawings is essential to operating and maintaining the Site, rind drawing symbolsplay a key role 
in the development and maintenance of the drawings. A primary consideration is the consistent interpretation of 
drawings and symbology to support sa@ and eficient operations, maintenance and engineering. 

Henry Ford was once quoted as saying, "Problems are opportunities in work clothes." The need for control of 
drawing symbology at Hanford was a major opportunity. 

The exchange of engineering information relies heavily on engineering drawings. Consistent symbology was 
needed that conformed to national consensus standards or to accepted industry practices where no national 
consensus standard symbology exists, i.e., piping. The approach needed to address how to identib, document and 
implement consistent symbology. Symbology needed to be available for everyone developing engineering 
drawings. It also needed to optimize the Computer-aided Drafting (CAD) environment and to cover multiple 
disciplines. This approach needed a far-reachingplan that would assure control of the symbologyfor years to 
come. 
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Controlling Company Drawing Symbology 
Also, the old historical symbology that had been used instead of current national standards needed to be 
considered. There are several thousand drawings dating back into the mid 1940s that contain historical 
symbology. The primary reasons for  maintaining historical symbology include: 

Interpretation for old drawings 
Training personnel to work with old drawings, e.g., operations, maintenance and engineering 
Maintenance of old drawings, e.g., revisions. 

8 

8 

There are numerous companies that sell packaged symbology for use with CADprograms. However, these 
program add-ons normally provide their own symbols and address a single discipline. These add-on programs 
rarely help in the maintenance of old drawings, and old drawings can require costly conversion when upgrading 
CAD sofmare. 

THE OBJECTIVE 
The objective was to develop, control and implement the use of standard symbology within a multi-discipline 
environment. The impoct on users had to be minimal while optimizing the eflciency of CAD. 

The ideal system would be a toolbox ofsymbology that: 
Covered natronol consensus standards for multiple disciplines, e.g., electrical, instrumentation, HVAC, fire 
protection 
Employed industry accepted symbology in those cases where no national consensus standards exist 
Maintained the Honford Site historical symbology where necessary 
Provided optimum use within the CAD environment 

8 
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= 

= Focilitnted CAD upgrades. 

THE ANSWER 
The process used for controlling standard symbology at the Hanford Site can hest be described as o continuous 
process improvement that tookplace over several years. The result is o system where the symbology is easily 
maintained and is up to date. This system has given Fluor Daniel Hanford, Inc.. better and more consistent 
drawings, lorgely because of the system's ease of use. 

Fluor Daniel Honford. Inc.. standards provide direction to engineering drawings that contoin standard symbology. 
These drowings not only identifi the graphic symbol, but also provide the CADfile name that can be used to insert 
the symbol into the drawing. 

Reviewing the existing symbology against applicoble national consensus standards started the process. Then the 
multi-discipline CAD symbology was developed, and included historical symbols. This multi-discipline CAD 
symbology was then: 

Located in o common access area (a single location on afile server) 
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Controlling Company Drawing Symbology 
Maintained through a standardfile naming convention 
Made easily accessible to all users. 

The symbology is maintained in the engineering drawing system as standard symbol (legend) drawings. Each one 
of the discipline symbol drawings: 

. Provides all the graphic symbols and definitions 
Provides the CADfile name, with each symbol 
Is easily accessible for  easy recall to insert symbols into a drawing. 

In addition to mandatory symbol drawings, other drawings were also developed that document optional symbology. 
While use ojthis optional symbology is not mandatov, its use will reduce the time required to develop drawings 

where repeated detailing ofgraphics can be reduced through the use of the optional symbols. 

THE PROCESS 
CAD takes advantage ofreusing graphics to gain timesavings and eficiency over manual drafting. By optimizing 
the CADprogram's abiliiy to insert symbology, the time to develop drawings i.s reduced. 

Development ofthe symbols used today at the Hanford Site called for  a four-step process to idem&, refine and 
implement the desired results. The four steps were: 
8 Involving the users 
8 Developing CAD symbology library files 

Developing multi-discipline symbol drawing 
Integrating standard company symbology into engineering requirements. e 

The users were involved and considered essential in determining the source ?/the symbols and the required 
symbology. A senior designer from each discipline was assigned as a CAD diliscipline coordinator. Each CAD 
coordinator was responsible for: 

Soliciting design and engineering staffmembers to identify needed symbologyfor each discipline 
Reviewing and developing needed symbology for adherence to national slandnrds 
Developing the Hanford historical symbology 
Developing a CADfile naming convention and assigning a unique number to each symbol 
Populating the file server location with the CADfile libraries 
Documenting all symbology on an engineering drawing with CAD file identification and directions for 
obtaining symbology file libraries 
Maintaining the symbol drawing and the symbol library. 

. - 

. 
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Controlling Company Drawing Symbology 
Users are andhove been the prime focus in developing and maintaining the symbology. The users have been the 
single most important asset in determining and implementing the symbology standards. The users’ extensive 
involvement in the development process drove the quality and successful implementotion. 

The CAD coordinators reviewed the standards used within the Fluor Daniel Hanford, Inc.. to determine what was 
needed. The CAD coordinators then reviewed the applicable national consensus standards and accepted industry 
practices, and compared them with existing standards to determine any differences. Based on their findings, Fluor 
Daniel Hanford. Inc., symbology was identified and CAD symbol libraries were developed. 

The symbols. along with the file names, were then documented in an engineering drawing for  each discipline. The 
published Fluor Daniel Hanford, Inc., drafting standards state that all drawings are required to comply with the 
identified symbol [legend) drawings. Engineering, design and draflingpersorinel have access to these symbol 
drawings, either through hard copy or electronic data files. The symbol drawing shows the graphic symbol 
requiredjor the drawing and its CADfiIe name. The general notes on the drowing identi& how to request the CAD 
symbol library offiles. 

As an example, Attcichment I shows one of the electrical discipline symbol drawings. Attachment 2 shows an 
enlarged view of the upper left corner of the (Attachment I )  electrical symbol drowing Note that the CADfile 
number is in the upper left corner of each symbol box. Attachment 3 shows text from (he Fluor Daniel Hanford, 
Inc., drafting ond CAD standards regarding the use of symbology. 

THE ADVANTAGES 
The advantages of consistent drawing symbology can be separated into two ccitegories: the beneJit ofstandard 
company symbology, and the continuous process improvement approach to the development and implementation of 
standard symbology. 

The advantages in developing and implementing standard symbology are thar: 
Symbology provides o single source for personnel ojall disciplines to access symbols 
Outside engineeringfirms are required to develop drawings in compliance with the standard symbology. These 
firms are given access to the CAD file libraries containing the symbolsfor the consistency ojdrawings entering 
the drawing system 
Symbology is a voluable training aid for engineering operations and maiiitenonce personnel learning to read 
drawings 
Historical, cis well os notional consensus standards, are availoble from n single source. 

9 

The advantages in developing standard company symbology through a continuous process improvement approach 
are that: . Personnel are apart of developing the standard symbology 
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Controlling Company Drawing Symbology . The approach allows the symbology to evolve as the symbols are developed and work isperformed. The 
approach reduces the time and cost of aprogram targeted at developing (ill the neededsymbology as one step. 

THE DISADVANTAGES 
The disadvantages in developing and implementing standard symbology are: 

Time and cost must be budgeted for maintaining standard company symbology 
Initial time and cost required to develop and implement standard company symbology, as opposed to just 
referencing national consensus standards 
Increased initial cost for architectural engineering service providers to adapt the standard symbology. 

SUMMARY 
The amount of information exchanged in today? world is greater than ever bFfore. Rapidly changing technology 
drives the exchange of design information and data for highly complex, speciolrzed or custom-made items. This 
exchange of information relies heavily on engineering drawings, and this reliance mandates the need for  consistent 
drawing symbology. 

Developing CAD symbol libraries provides several benefits. The libraries will assure consistent drafting standards 
and decrease the time reyuired to develop drawings on CAD. Symbology is important because symbols give the 
user of an engineering drawing information about the item in a quick reference method. Because drawings have 
many dijjrent end users, e.g., operations, procurement, maintenance, as well as engineering, consistent symbology 
providesfor yuality and readability, and also supports safer work. 

Beyondjust mandating the use of national consensus standards, e.g., IEEE, ISA. SMCNA. NFPA, etc., It is sound 
businessprcictice to develop and implement standard symbology for  the Hanford Site that works within the CAD 
environment Once implemented, standard symbology using national consensus standards greatly reduced the cost 
of developing drawings. 

The areas that realized continuous process improvements were: 
User involvement and ownership in development and implementation ofthe CAD symbology 
Use of national consensus standards was improved through the standard.s that specifically show the symbology, 
rather than just referencing the national standards 
The recognition and deployment of CADfile symbol libraries reduced the time required to develop drawings 
Establishing standard symbology provides consistency in all drawings produced. 
Using CAD for developing standard symbology simplifies the process of lipdating and helps keep pace with 
changes in industry and national consensus standards. 

. 

The payoffof this effort is both the reduced cost and time in the development. maintenance and use of drawings 
produced to use standard symbology and to optimize the CAD environment. 
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Controlling Company Drawing Symbology 
Attachment I 
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Controlling Company Drawing Symbology 
Attachment 2 
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Controlling Company Drawing Symbology 
Attachment 3 

2.16 Symbol0 y 
Symbology usef on drawings that defines com onents shall be traceable, as applicable, to an engineering drawing (see 
Mandatoly Symbology, Section 2.16.1), or a L!kGEND laced on the drawing. If additional symbology is required, 
which is not covered by the mandator s y m b o l o ~ l i s t ~ b e l o w ,  industry accepted standards will be used to the fullest 
extent possible with the s,ymbolo p aced in a L GEND on the drawing. Symbols used with the metric system (e.g., 
mm, pa, Na. need not be identifievor referenced). 

For additions or modifications of Hanford symbology, see Section 2.16.3. 

2.16.1 Mandatory Symbology 
In order to maintain uniformi of drawing symbology, drawings enerated for use at the Hanford Site shall comply 
with the svmbolow soecifiedtv the following drawings, These gawings and their applicable revision number are 
referenced for intzipktation ofcomponents, as applicible, on all new dawings 

H-6-14987 Hanford Standard, HVAC Symbology 
H-6-14988 Hanford Standard, Fire Protection Symbology 
H-6-14989 Hanford Standard, Control Systems Symbology 
H-6-14990 Hanford Standard, Electrical Symbology . H-6-14991 Hanford Standard, Piping Symbology 

Copies of these drawings are available through the contractor point of contact or FDH. AutoCAD symbol libraries are 
available through FDH. 

2.16.2 Optional Symbolog 
The symbologyspecified by t ie  following drawings is o tional. It is provided as a drafting aid to increase efficiency in 
producing drawings. The symbology shown is preferrel but not mandatoxy 

H-6-14982 Hanford Standard, General Symbology 
H-6-14983 Hanford Standard, Civil Symbology 
H-6-14984 Hanford Standard, Structural Symbology 
H-6-14985 Hanford Standard, Architectural Symbology 
H-6-14986 Hanford Standard, Machine Symbology 

Copies of these drawings are available through the contractor point of contact or FDH. AutoCAD symbol libraries 
shown on these drawings are available through FDH. 

2.16.3 Creation or Modification of Symbology Drawings 
All requests for creation or modification,of symbology contained on drawings H-6-14982 through H-6-14991 shall be 
in writing and submitted to FDH for review, approval, and incorporation on thc appropriate Hanford standard 
symbology drawings. 

2.16.3.1 Approved Symbology Requests 
Approved additions or modifications to Hanford standard s bology, specified by H-6-14982 +rough H-6-14991, are 
comoleted through the standard drawing revision orocess. G H  arranges for new and modified items to be placed mto 
thk$pecific disc6line Hanford CAD 1ib;aries. FdH notifies the requestor that the request has been approved for 
placement into a library 

The updated drawing(s) and engineering change notices are forwarded to IRM for microfilming and storage. 

2.16.3.2Non-Approved Symbology Requests 
If the request for a new symbol or revision to an existing symbol is not approved. FDH shall return ajustification for 
rejection to the requester. 

2.16.3.3 AutoCAD Symbol Naming Standards 
All AutoCAD symbology shall comply with the naming standards listed in Attachment 5 .  "Symbology," Tables 1 
through 10E. 
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